
Mobile table with 
usb hub for charging 

mobile devices

• Untethered power

• 4 USB ports

• SmartEdge technology

• Safe and secure lock access
   for battery compartment

RE-LOAD  table

f l e x i b l e  f u r n i t u r e



•	 Moving furniture closer to wall outlets, which can cause damage to 
furniture, floor covering or injury to the person moving the furniture. 

•	 Too many cords, overloaded circuits and wires draped causing liability 
and trip hazards. 

•	 Specialized charging stations are often too far from seats to securely 
charge devices. Worst case result–theft of device. 

•	 The cost to add power outlets to a space is considerable: Coring floors, 
running conduit, and adding circuits can be very expensive.

Reliable, re-chargeable USB power sources built right into a mobile table! 

No longer are you tethered to a cord, have unsightly trip hazards or need 

go to the expense of adding outlets to your facility. Over here, over there, 

wherever you need USB recharging, simply just move the table!



The RE-LOAD power/recharging unit features one 

USB port per side (four total) and is available in 

white, black and light grey. Charge or power any 

smart phone or tablet. When the battery needs to 

be exchanged, the glowing blue light becomes a 

glowing red light signifying it is time to replace the 

battery with a fresh recharged battery. The charger 

will cease to charge when glowing red.

dazzling details.

recharging cart The recharging cart holds up to 8 batteries per cart. Simply 

place the used batteries on the cart and attach the battery terminals to the 

individual recharger. Move the cart to a secure area and plug the cart into a 

wall outlet. All batteries on the cart will recharge simultaneously.

casters Each RE-LOAD table comes 

equipped with 3” heavy duty stylish 

casters, suitable for any indoor 

environment. Glides are available 

upon request.

backpack hooks Stylish back pack 

hooks are standard for all pub-height 

RE-LOAD tables. 

top/edge choices RE-LOAD’s contemporary shaped tops are conducive 

to collaboration and individual space bringing the best of both square and 

circle shapes together. Tops are available in 24" x 24", 30" x 30", 36" x 36" 

and 42" x 42" and feature our “SMARTedge” protective edge technology 

in a knife profile. SMARTedge is a poured urethane edge that is not only 

extremely durable but features an anti-microbial and anti-fungal additive. 

SMARTedge is also a leading green product consisting of 65% by weight 

vegetable oil, a rapidly renewable resource.

standard and pub-height RE-LOAD is available in two height options, 

standard table height and pub-height.

safe and secure Only your facility 

staff has key lock access to the 

battery compartment.



higher-ed The higher-ed learning environment has an overwhelming demand from mobile students 

to have access to power to charge and power their mobile devices. Learning and communication is 

an all day, anywhere reality for today’s students.

dining Imagine the possibility of diners having the ability to power their mobile devices over a 

relaxing and peaceful meal. Increase your participation and revenue by offering this service without 

the cost of running power to every table.

airport Say goodbye to the hordes of travelers sitting on the floor near the limited outlets airports 

have to offer. RE-LOAD not only provides another charging power option, it can also expand 

seating options by adding mobile tables and chairs. Become the most popular restaurant in any 

airport by offering power and charging at every table.

convention The need for venue and convention visitors to recharge mobile devices is ever-present. 

RE-LOAD provides a walk up pub-height option that can be placed anywhere without the need for 

unsightly cords and trip hazards.

reception Giving your visitors a place to power and recharge mobile devices says a lot about your 

organization. It says you are not only in-touch with today’s technology but it also shows you value 

the need to provide state-of-the-art service.

corporate meeting Providing this cutting edge technology within your corporate meeting space 

allows productivity in every way. Eliminate wasted time and enhance efficiency by powering up!



Associations and Purchasing groups:

143 S. Jackson Street, Suite 1 
Elkhorn, WI 53121-1911   

Toll Free: 800-788-1028 
Local: 262-723-8200 
Fax: 262-723-5180

www.NomadFlexibleFurniture.com

To see the complete family of Palmer Hamilton products please see www.palmerhamilton.com

untethered Untethered power when and where you 

need it. RE-LOAD moves while you are on the move…

no cords, no wires, no worries. Easily replace or 

recharge batteries with our convenient charging cart.

self-charge The self-charge option maintains the 

flexibility of a mobile table utilizing charging and power 

capabilities with an internal battery and individual 

charger. Simply move the table to the nearest outlet, 

plug in to recharge the table and, voila, you have 

portable and fully functioning power table with 

recharging capabilities.

corded The corded power option allows you the 

flexibility to move your table anywhere within your 

facility that has close proximity to an outlet.     

choices are good.


